Learnability-based further prediction of gene functions in Gene Ontology.
Currently the functional annotations of many genes are not specific enough, limiting their further application in biology and medicine. It is necessary to push the gene functional annotations deeper in Gene Ontology (GO), or to predict further annotated genes with more specific GO terms. A framework of learnability-based further prediction of gene functions in GO is proposed in this paper. Local classifiers are constructed in local classification spaces rooted at qualified parent nodes in GO, and their classification performances are evaluated with the averaged Tanimoto index (ATI). Classification spaces with higher ATIs are selected out, and genes annotated only to the parent classes are predicted to child classes. Through learnability-based further predicting, the functional annotations of annotated genes are made more specific. Experiments on the fibroblast serum response dataset reported further functional predictions for several human genes and also gave interesting clues to the varied learnability between classes of different GO ontologies, different levels, and different numbers of child classes.